
Warm-Up #6 

1.What’s your 
horoscope sign? Use 
the image →

2. Do you think 
astrology is a type of 
science? If so, what 
kind? 

3. Name the planets you 
know of.



Unit 2
ASTRONOMY

☆UNIT 2:ASTRONOMY☆
(Astronomy is the branch of science that deals with space,object in space and the 

physical universe as a whole.)

Time-lapse sequence of Jupiter (NASA, 2018). It would take SIX years to get to Jupiter and about 2.5 BILLION miles to get there!



Daily horoscope:





Disclaimer:
Astrology is NOT science !!!

There is currently no evidence that star positions affect 
human behavior or your future.

Go ahead & read your

horoscope but remember

that it is just entertainment!

Astrology is PSEUDOSCIENCE!



Astronomy
Study of objects in space (celestial 

bodies) such as the Sun, stars, 
planets, comets, gas, & galaxies.

*Also, the Earth’s place in the universe.

Universe = everything that exists



Geo-
centric

Helio-
centric

Earth-centered
view of universe

Sun-centered
view of solar system

C. Ptolemy
90-168

N. Copernicus
1473-1543

modern view of the solar system“the Sun” is a star

planets orbit the Sun



Cosmic Size and Distance

Galaxy

Galaxy

Galaxy

Galaxy



Galaxies = groups of BILLIONS of stars

Spiral

IrregularElliptical

there are more than 100 

billion galaxies

they all have different 

shapes



How big are YOU compared to the 
Universe?

THE SCALE OF THE UNIVERSE

Visit
http://htwins.net/scale/

Take five minutes to view this 
online!

http://htwins.net/scale/


Think-Pair-Share: Cosmic sizes?

▪ With a partner, predict the relative sizes of the 
seven images shown (from smallest → biggest) 

▪ ALSO, which do you think are closest to Earth 
and which do you think are farthest from Earth?



Cosmic Size and Distance



Cosmic Size and Distance



Cosmic Size and Distance



Write these down in order from smallest to biggest. 
What are your predictions? 

clusters & constellations

universe

stars

asteroids, meteors, meteorites

solar systems

galaxies

planets - moons Milky Way Galaxy



Cosmic Size (large → small)

The “Big Dipper” 

constellation is a 

pattern made of 7 stars



Solar System NASA WebQuest:(30 mins) 

▪ Grab a chromebook! If you don’t have one, buddy 
up with someone who does have one. (Only 2 
people per chromebook!)

▪ Fill out the ENTIRE worksheet before the end of 
class--I will be collecting this at the end. 

▪ https://eyes.jpl.nasa.gov/eyes-on-the-solar-

system.html

https://eyes.jpl.nasa.gov/eyes-on-the-solar-system.html


Closure:MIND=BLOWN.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rENyyRwxpHo

